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April 20th 2018, arrival day   

Teachers and students from seven countries arrived after a long 

journey at the wonderful green island of Ischia in the late 

afternoon and evening. We all were welcomed very warmly by the 

teaching staff and host parents. 

A first common dinner at “Triangolo”, a scenic Lacco Ameno restaurant, 

with our first real Italian pasta and pizza gave the teachers the 

opportunity to refresh their friendly relations and to  

introduce new members of staff. 

 

April 21st 2018, first working day 

According to the meeting agenda the 

teachers` team gathered round in the 

morning for a first project briefing in 

which we discussed and specified  

the programme for the coming days. 

Together, teachers and students were 

welcomed officially a little later at the 

local museum 

“Villa Arbusto” in 

a cordial and heartfelt way by the mayor of Lacco 

Ameno, Mr. Giacomo Pascale, and the 

students`orchstra of our partner school impressed and 

surprised their guests by a lovely played concert. A 

short time later the international group of students and 

teachers had the opportunity to learn about Ischia`s 

ancient history in the “Pithecusae Museum”. Incredible 70 pizzas and cakes 

were eaten after that at a common picnic with all the Italian students at 

Villa Gingerò. 
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In the afternoon at school students went on working on their business plans 

and ideas in their designated transnational enterprise groups and their 

teachers supported them. 

 

 

April 22nd 2018, Second working 

day 

This Sunday morning started at school for both 

teachers and students with an educational and 

divertive workshop on TRIP PLANNING, held by 

professor Francesca Annunziata. In an informative 

and entertaining way and by including students she 

taught us about and how to plan a trip on a strict 

budget. Mrs Assunta Barbieri, the headmistress of the 

Italian school took the chance to welcome our teams in 

a very warm way and to wish us great success with all our work. 

Ischia offered weather at its best and after a pleasant coffee break we 

walked to the neighbouring community called Casamicciola and marvelled 

at a “Vicoletto in Fiore” which means “Blooming lane” in which local 

residents fondly planted flower pots and embellished their little street 

accompanied by music played by students of our twin school. 

After a typical lunch in a pizza place we strolled back home in the late 

afternoon. 
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April 23rd 2018, THIRD working 

day 

Today another practical workshop, called 

“Entrepreneurship on the road” was 

conducted by students of the Ischian 

institution “Cristofaro Mennella”. Our 

internationally mixed students` and 

teachers` group was taught about history, 

culture and social life on Ischia`s largest 

municipality: Forio. The Italian students 

prepared very nice short performances in 

front of or in sights and buildings, churches 

or streets. We climbed up one of the old 

towers of Forio that lodges the local 

museum and we visited the famous church 

“Santa Maria del Soccorso” which 

undoubtedly was one of the highlights of the 

workshop. A wonderful lunch at “Citarea” restaurant near 

the Citara beach was a pleasant break to regenerate for 

another teachers` meeting that was held in the afternoon. 

Here we discussed the ongoing work concerning the 

business plans and the dates for the 4
th

 and 5
th

 transnational 

meetings in Poland and Estonia: 

 

 

 

* Meeting Poland: 16
th -

 22
nd

 October 

 2018 

* Meeting Estonia:  Scheduled for the 

 beginning of March 2019 

* Responsible for the new chapter of the 

 e-book: Austria 

* Responsible for the report about the 

 transnational meeting on Ischia: 

 Germany 
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April 24th 2018, FOURTH working 

day 

We began our day at school with a theoretical 

PPT workshop on “Social skills” which was 

conducted by our Austrian colleagues Ruth 

and Marcel and their so beautifully and 

fluently English speaking students Amelie, 

Nina, Maxi and Nikita who performed a job 

interview. This was the basis for the following 

practical trainings. 

1) Students analyzed and assessed the 

applicants` behavior as well as the 

performances of the interviewers and drew 

their conclusions for a 

successful job interview. 

2) We learned more 

about our personality by 

doing the  

DISC - Personality - Analysis (www.sasten.com). 

Surprised or confirmed by the results we found 

explanations for our social and professional 

behaviour. Later on students finished working on 

“Planning a trip” at school. 

In the afternoon students and 

teachers together visited a 

farmers` museum and a winery near Forio as 

practical examples of entrepreneurship, imagination 

and work. 
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A last teachers` meeting in the evening was held to fix the assignments for 

the future meetings in Poland and Estonia. Beata proposed several ideas 

about the 4
th

 transnational meeting in Rybnik (Poland) in October 2018. 

Concerning the assignments of the whole project we agreed on the following 

modifications: 

1) The final business plan of each group is postponed to the meeting in 

Estonia. 

2) Every transnational company is supposed to show their first 

prototypes/ samples/specimen/designs/models… in Poland. 

 

April 25th 2018, Fifth working 

day 

The 25
th

 is a public holiday in Italy and was planned to be our cultural day. 

The private vineyard and garden (of one of the host families) on the “Santa 

Maria” hill overlooking Forio was our destination. 

 

Students and teachers climbed a strenuous way up and were rewarded with 

a delicious BBQ and a breathtaking view down to Forio and the sea.  

Many host parents spoiled us incredibly with yummy pasta, grilled meats, 

vegetables and cakes, pies and tiramisu and provided an unforgettable day 
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for us. We appreciated the time on the hill to a very high degree and would 

like to thank everyone who made this day so much special and enjoyable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Full of melancholy we realized that 

the following day we had to say 

farewell to Ischia and our new 

friends from Italy, Austria, 

Portugal, Poland, Romania, 

Estonia, Ireland and Germany. 

As before in Ireland – students and staff had a 

wonderful time together. Big thanks to the great hospitality of our Italian 

hosts – teachers, families and students.  

 


